Numerical evidence is presented that perturbations away from analyticity change the qualitative structure of the Mandelbrot set. The changes affect both the form and the surface structure. Most characteristically, the infinitely thin "necks" disappear. At at least one place, the surface structure becomes smooth.
The Mandelbrot set is found in a cut through the parameter space of the complex-analytic logistic map (z" + i = zl + c) such that analyticity is preserved [1] . Such points in the c re , c im plane for which an attractor exists for finite initial conditions are plotted white, the others black (or vice versa). There is a theorem [2] that it suffices to check the divergence or non-divergence, respectively, of a single initial condition -the origin. Specifically, in the case of non-divergence the corresponding Julia set (a chaotic repellor [3] ) is connected, acting as a fractal basin boundary [4, 5] . For the familiar picture of the Mandelbrot set, see Figure 1 . Much more detailed and artful renderings may be found in [1, 5] .
The Mandelbrot set is characterized by a rich, self-similar surface structure. A circular "bud" reappears on its own surface indefinitely often (see Figs. 1, 2a, 3a for three steps). For further details like filaments and seahorses, see [5] . The Mandelbrot set is easy to generate numerically as mentioned. To what extent do the properties of this set depend on the analyticity assumption made?
We investigated the following set of equations:
x n +i = x 2 n -y 2 " + ax n + c re ,
For a = 0 this is the complex-analytic logistic map mentioned above. Figure 2 shows a juxtaposition of one of the larger buds of the Mandelbrot set (see the arrow in Fig. 1 region of parameter space, as far as the values of c re and c im are concerned, but with a non-zero value of the third dimension a. Think of a tree trunk that has been cut in parallel to a particular exceptional plane (the Mandelbrot plane). Figure 3 analogously shows a larger magnification of the boundary of the bud of the original Mandelbrot set (left), juxtaposed to the "corresponding" bud in a parallel cut, but ten times closer to the exceptional (a = 0) plane this time. Similar pictures can be obtained for higher magnifications and correspondingly smaller values of a. In each case, one finds a distortion of the former spherical shape; formation of a "neck region" of finite thickness and length; as well as changes of the surface structure. It should be stressed explicitly that smaller magnifications show a much stronger resemblance to the original Mandelbrot set, whereas stronger magnifications show progressively stronger deviations (see Figs. 2b and 3 b) . Now the main grain of salt: These pictures were obtained from the same initial condition, x x = y x = 0, as the Mandelbrot set on the left itself. However, this particular initial condition ceases to play a mathematically privileged role outside the Mandelbrot plane as is well known [5] , We therefore in Fig. 3 also checked the influence of choosing randomly different initial conditions (ten on a circle of radius 0.1 a around the origin) and found no qualitative difference not only at the magnification shown, but also at a ten times higher magnification (in the region of the "dog's head" marked by an arrow in Figure 3 b ).
The same problem arises with the second main result to be reported: The formation of "bald" /3 and a/30, respectively) . In all these runs, the same boundary points were found numerically. Figure 5 shows an analogous plug, at the same place but smaller, for a value of a = 0.01 (that is, 30 times closer to the special plane a = 0). Note the apparent collision of the curvilinear plug with a still fractal surface structure. The magnification this time is 10 6 ; the initial condition is the origin.
Since the "baldness region" (width of the plug) is proportional empirically to a y with an exponent of about 2.5 at five different tested values, we conjecture that the corresponding distortion of the Mandelbrot set arises already for arbitrarily small deviations from non-analyticity.
Our results suggest that there exists a "natural sequence" (universal?) of steps in the deterioration of the shape of the Mandelbrot set. So far, only a single dimension in parameter space (a) was looked at, and only a limited numerical resolution was applied. Note, however, that bulk points (white in the above pictures) can be trusted numerically to the same extent as they can in the numerical computation of the Mandelbrot set proper. In either case computation times are the only means for a numerical check [6] . Other parameter dimensions are presently being investigated by Kahlert [7] , Moreover, the numerical resolution can also be drastically increased ( [7] and work in preparation).
It seems that the Mandelbrot set "decays" in a lawful manner. Figure 6 illustrates one of the final stages for the parameter a. Bald stretches and fractal regions coexist. The particular nature of the transition region involved (reminiscent of an ecological succession) has yet to be elucidated. We conjecture that its qualitative features will constitute an invariant over large regions of parameter space.
A final observation concerns the apparent breakdown of uniqueness of the continuation of the Mandelbrot boundary away from analyticity. "Holes" appear in the interior of the bulk region (white), for a= 1.0 close to position c re = 0.21 and c im = 0.76, for example. The disappearance of the visible connection on the real axis in Fig. 6 points in the same direction.
To conclude, the Mandelbrot set apparently represents an "organizing center", in the sense of Thom [8] , in the parameter space of all dynamical systems with the complexity of 2-D non-invertible maps and 3-D invertible maps [9] . The beauty of this center has yet to be unfolded.
